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Abstract
This paper formalizes the observable interface behavior of an concurrent, object-
oriented language with futures and promises. The calculus captures the core of
Creol, a language, featuring in particular asynchronous method calls and, since
recently, first-class futures.
The focus of the paper are open systems and we formally characterize their
behavior in terms of interactions at the interface between the program and its en-
vironment. The behavior is given by transitions between typing judgments, where
the absent environment is represented abstractly by an assumption context. A par-
ticular challenge is the safe treatment of promises: The erroneous situation that
a promise is fulfilled twice, i.e., bound to code twice, is prevented by a resource
aware type system, enforcing linear use of the write-permission to a promise. We
show subject reduction and the soundness of the abstract interface description.
Keywords: concurrent object-oriented languages, Creol, formal semantics,
concurrency, futures and promises, open systems, observable behavior
1 Introduction
How to marry concurrency and object-orientation has been a long-standing issue; see
e.g., [11] for an early discussion of different design choices. The thread-based model
of concurrency, prominently represented by languages like Java and C#, has been re-
cently criticized, especially in the context of component-based software development.
As the word indicates, components are (software) artifacts intended for composition,
i.e., open systems, interacting with a surrounding environment. To compare different
concurrency models for open systems on a solid mathematical basis, a semantical de-
scription of the interface behavior is needed, and this is what we provide in this work.
∗Part of this work has supported by the NWO/DFG project Mobi-J (RO 1122/9-4) and by the EU-project
IST-33826 Credo: Modeling and analysis of evolutionary structures for distributed services. For more
information, see http://credo.cwi.nl
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We present an open semantics for the core of the Creol language [25, 43], an object-
oriented, concurrent language, featuring in particular asynchronous method calls and,
since recently [27], first-class futures.
Futures and promises
A future, very generally, represents a result yet to be computed. It acts as a proxy
for , or reference to,the delayed result from some piece of code (e.g., a method or a
function body in an object-oriented, resp. a functional setting). As the consumer of
the result can proceed its own execution until it actually needs it, futures provide a
natural, lightweight, and (in a functional setting) transparent mechanism to introduce
parallelism into a language. Since their introduction in Multilisp [36][13], futures have
been used in various languages like Alice ML [45, 9, 58], E [28],the ASP-calculus [18],
Creol, and others. A promise is a generalization1 insofar as the reference to the result
on the one hand, and the code to calculate the result on the other, are not created at the
same time; instead, a promise can be created and only later, after possibly passing it
around, be bound to the code (the promise is fulfilled).
The notion of futures goes back to functional programming languages. In the func-
tional setting, futures are annotations to side-effect-free expressions2, that can be com-
puted in parallel to the rest of the program. If some program code needs the result of
a future, its execution blocks until the future’s evaluation is completed and the result
value is automatically fetched back (implicit futures). An important property of future-
based functional programs is, that future annotations do not change the functionality:
the observable behavior of an annotated program equals the observable behavior of its
non-annotated counterpart.
Interface behavior
An open program interacts with its environment via message exchange. The interface
behavior of an open program C can be characterized by the set of all those message se-
quences (traces) t, for which there exists an environment E such that C and E exchange
the messages recorded in t. Thereby we abstract away from any concrete environment,
but consider only environments that are compliant to the language restrictions (syntax,
type system, etc.). Consequently, interactions are not arbitrary traces C t=⇒; instead
we consider behaviors C ‖ E
t
=⇒
¯t
´C ‖ ´E where E is an realizable environment and ¯t
is complementary to t. To account for the abstract environment(“there exists an E s.t.
. . . ”), the open semantics is given in an assumption-commitment way:
∆ ⊢ C : Θ
t
=⇒ ´∆ ⊢ ´C : ´Θ ,
where ∆ (as an abstract version of E) contains the assumptions about the environment,
and duallyΘ the commitments of the component. Abstracting away also from C gives a
language characterization by the set of all possible traces between any component and
any environment.
1The terminology concerning futures, promises, and related constructs is not too consistent in the liter-
ature. Sometimes, the two words are used as synonyms. Interested in the observable differences between
futures and promises, we distinguish the concepts and thus follow the terminology as used e.g., in λfut , Alice
ML, and the definition given in Wikipedia.
2Though in e.g. Multilisp also side-effect expressions can be computed in parallel, but still under the
restriction that the observable behavior equals that of the sequential counterpart.
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Such a behavioral interface description is relevant and useful for the following rea-
sons. 1) The set of possible traces is more restricted than the one obtained when ignor-
ing the environments. When reasoning about the trace-based behavior of a component,
e.g., in compositional verification, with a more precise characterization one can carry
out stronger arguments. 2) When using the trace description for black-box testing, one
can describe test cases in terms of the interface traces and then synthesize appropriate
test drivers from it. Clearly, it makes no sense to specify impossible interface behav-
ior, as in this case one cannot generate a corresponding tester. 3) A representation-
independent behavior of open programs paves the way for a compositional semantics
and allows furthermore optimization of components: only if two components show the
same external behavior, one can replace one for the other without changing the interac-
tion with any environment. 4) The formulation gives insight into the semantical nature
of the language, here, the observable consequences of futures and promises. This helps
to compare alternatives, e.g., the Creol concurrency model with Java-like threading.
Results
The paper formalizes the abstract interface behavior for concurrent object-oriented lan-
guages with futures and promises. The contributions are the following.
Concurrent object calculus with futures and promises We formalize a class-based
concurrent language featuring futures and promises. The formalization is given as a
typed, imperative object calculus in the style of [1] resp. one of its concurrent exten-
sions. The operational semantics for components distinguishes unobservable component-
internal steps from external steps which represent observable component-environment
interactions. We present the semantics in a way that facilitates comparison with Java’s
multi-threading concurrency model, i.e., the operational semantics is formulated so
that the multi-threaded concurrency as (for instance) in Java and the one here based on
futures are represented similarly.
Linear type system for promises The calculus extends the semantic basis of Creol
as given for example in [27] with promises. Promises can refer to a computation with
code bound to it later, where the binding is done at most once. To guarantee such a
write-once policy when passing around promises, we refine the type system introducing
two type constructors
[T ]+− and [T ]+
representing a reference to a promise that can still be written (and read), with result type
T ), resp. that has a read-permission. The write permission constitutes a resource which
is consumed when the promise is fulfilled. The resource-aware type system is therefore
formulated in a linear manner wrt. the write permissions and resembles in intention the
one in [53] for a functional calculus with references. Our work is more general, in that
it tackles the problem in an object-oriented setting (which, however, conceptually does
not pose much complications), and in that we do not consider closed systems, but open
components. Also this aspect of openness is not dealt with in [27]. Additionally, the
type system presented here is simpler as in [53], as it avoids the representation of the
promise-concept by so-called handled futures.
Soundness of the abstractions We show soundness of the abstractions, which in-
cludes
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C ::= 0 | C ‖ C | ν(n:T ).C | n[(O)] | n[n, F, L] | n〈t〉 program
O ::= F, M object
M ::= l = m, . . . , l = m method suite
F ::= l = f , . . . , l = f fields
m ::= ς(n:T ).λ(x:T, . . . , x:T ).t method
f ::= ς(n:T ).λ().v | ς(n:T ).λ().⊥n′ field
t ::= v | stop | let x:T = e in t thread
e ::= t | if v = v then e else e | if undef (v.l()) then e else e expr.
| promise T | bind n.l(~v) : T →֒ n | set v 7→ n | v.l() | v.l := ς(s:n).λ().v
| new n | claim@(n, n) | get@n | suspend(n) | grab(n) | release(n)
v ::= x | n | () values
L ::= ⊥ | ⊤ lock status
Table 1: Abstract syntax
• subject reduction, i.e., preservation of well-typedness under reduction. Subject
reduction is not just proven for a closed system (as usual), but for an open system
interacting with its environment. Subject reduction implies
• absence of run-time errors like “message-not-understood”, also for open sys-
tems.
• soundness of the interface behavior characterization, i.e., all possible interaction
behavior is included in the abstract interface behavior description.
• for promises: absence of write-errors, i.e. the attempt to fulfill a promise twice.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the syntax, the type system,
and the operational semantics, split into an internal one and one for open systems.
Section 3 describes the interface behavior. Section 4 concludes with related and future
work. For more details and for the proofs see [2].
2 Calculus
This section presents the calculus, based on a version of the Creol-language with first-
class futures [27] and extended with promises. It is a concurrent variant of an impera-
tive, object-calculus in the style of the ones from [1].
2.1 Syntax
The abstract syntax in Table 1 distinguishes between user syntax and run-time syntax
(the latter is underlined). The user syntax contains the phrases in which programs
are written; the run-time syntax contains syntactic constituents additionally needed to
express the executing program in the operational semantics.
Names n refer to classes, objects, threads, and to references to futures and promises.
We use o and its syntactic variants for objects and c for classes, and n when being un-
specific. The unit value is represented by (). A component C is a collection of classes,
objects, and threads, with 0 being the empty component. A class c[(O)] carries a name c
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and defines its methods and fields in O. A method ς(s:c).λ(~x:~T ).t provides the method
body t abstracted over the ς-bound “self” parameter s and the formal parameters ~x. For
uniformity, fields are represented as methods without parameters (except self), with a
body being either a value or yet undefined. An object o[c, F, L] with identity o keeps a
reference to the class c it instantiates, stores the current value F of its fields, and main-
tains a binary lock L indicating whether any code is currently active inside the object
(in which case the lock is taken) or not (in which case the lock is free). The symbols ⊤,
resp., ⊥, indicate that the lock is taken, resp., free. Note that the methods are stored in
the classes but the fields are kept in the objects, of course. In freshly created objects,
the lock is free, and all fields carry the undefined reference ⊥c, where class name c is
the (return) type of the field.
Besides objects and classes, the dynamic configuration of a program contains in-
carnations of method bodies, written n〈t〉, as active entities. The term t is basically a
sequence of expressions, where the let-construct is used for sequencing and for local
declarations.3 During execution, n〈let x:T = t in x〉 contains in t the currently running
code of a method body and the result will be stored in the local variable x. When eval-
uated, the thread is of the form n′〈set v 7→ n〉 and the value can be accessed via n, the
future reference, or future for short, where set v 7→ n is an auxiliary expression.4
We use f for instance variables or fields and l = ς(s:T ).λ().v, resp. l = ς(s:T ).λ().⊥c
for field variable definition. Field access is written as v.l() and field update as v′.l :=
ς(s:T ).λ().v. By convention, we abbreviate the latter constructs by l = v, l = ⊥c, v.l,
and v′.l := v. We will also use v⊥ to denote either a value v or a symbol ⊥c for being
undefined. Note that the syntax does not allow to set a field back to undefined. Direct
access (read or write) to fields across object boundaries is forbidden, and we do not
allow method update. Instantiation of a new object from class c is denoted by new c.
Expressions include especially promise T for creating a new promise, and bind o.l(~v) :
T →֒ n for binding the method call o.l(~v) with return type T to promise n. Asyn-
chronous method calls, central to Creol’s concurrency model, are a derived concept.
An asynchronous call, written o@l(~v) is syntactic sugar for creating a new promise and
immediately binding o.l(~v) to it. Further, the expressions claim, get, suspend, grab,
and release deal with communication and synchronization. The expression claim@(n, o)
is the attempt to obtain the result of a method call from the future named n while in pos-
session of the lock of object o. Executing release(o) relinquishes the lock of the object
o, giving other threads the chance to be executed in its stead, when succeeding to grab
the lock via grab(o). Executing suspend(o) causes the activity to relinquish and re-grab
the lock of object o (see the operational rules in Section 2.3.1 below). We assume by
convention, that when appearing in methods of classes, the claim- and the suspend-
command only refer to the self-parameter self , i.e., they are written claim@(n, self )
and suspend(self ). 5
2.2 Type system
The calculus is typed and the available types are given in the following grammar:
3t1; t2 (sequential composition) abbreviates let x:T = t1 in t2 , where x does not occur free in t2 .
4The reason why an evaluated future n is represented by n′〈set v 7→ n〉 and not by n〈v〉, which might
look more natural, is technical. In the operational semantics, the reference n′ is hidden. Technically, the
representation allows to achieve subject reduction for the open semantics, without exposing the status of the
future n.
5For the run-time constructs grab and release, we need not impose the analogous restriction, as it is
guaranteed by the operational semantics.
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T ::= B | Unit | [T ]+− | [T ]+ | [l:U, . . . , l:U] | [(l:U, . . . , l:U)] | n
U ::= T × . . . × T → T
Besides base types B (left unspecified), Unit is the type of the unit value (). Types
[T ]+− and [T ]+ represent the reference to a future which will return a value of type T , in
case it eventually terminates. [T ]+− indicates that the promise has not yet been fulfilled,
i.e., it represents the write-permission to a promise (which implies read-permission
at the same time). [T ]+ represents read-only permission to a future. The read/write
capability is more specific than read-only, which is expressed by the (rather trivial)
subtyping relation generated by [T ]+− ≤ [T ]+, accompanied by the usual subsumption
rule. Furthermore, [ ]+ acts monotonely, and [ ]+− invariantly wrt. subtyping. When
not interested in the access permission, we just write [T ].
The name of a class serves as the type for the named instances of the class. We
need as auxiliary type construction the type or interface of unnamed objects, written
[l1:U1, . . . , lk:Uk] and the interface type for classes, written [(l1:U1, . . . , lk:Uk)]. We
allow ourselves to write ~T for T1 × . . . × Tk etc. where we assume that the number of
arguments match in the rules, and write Unit → T for T1 × . . . × Tk → T when k = 0.
We are interested in the behavior of well-typed programs, only, and the section
presents the type system to characterize those. As the operational rules later, the deriva-
tion rules for typing are grouped into two sets: one for typing on the level of compo-
nents, i.e., global configurations, and secondly one for their syntactic sub-constituents.
Table 2 defines the typing on the level of configurations, i.e., for “sets” of objects,
classes, and threads. On this level, the typing judgments are of the form
∆ ⊢ C : Θ , (1)
where ∆ and Θ are name contexts, i.e., finite mappings from names to types. In the
judgment, ∆ plays the role of the typing assumptions about the environment, and Θ
of the commitments of the configuration, i.e., the names offered to the environment.
Sometimes, the words required and provided interface are used to describe their dual
roles. ∆must contain at least all external names referenced by C and duallyΘmentions
the names offered by C, which constitute the static interface information. A pair ∆
and Θ of assumption and commitment context with disjoint domains are called well-
formed.
T-E
∆ ⊢ 0 : ()
∆,Θ2 ⊢ C1 : Θ1 ∆,Θ1 ⊢ C2 : Θ2
T-P
∆ ⊢ C1 ‖ C2 : Θ1,Θ2
∆ ⊢ C : Θ, n:T
T-N
∆ ⊢ ν(n:T ).C : Θ
;∆, c:T ⊢ [(O)] : T
T-NC
∆ ⊢ c[(O)] : (c:T )
;∆ ⊢ c : [(TF ,TM)] ;∆, o:c ⊢ [F] : [TF]
T-NO
∆ ⊢ o[c, F, l] : (o:c)
; ⌊∆⌋, n:[T ]+ ⊢ t : T
T-NT
∆ ⊢ n〈t〉 : (n:[T ]+)
∆′ ≤ ∆ Θ ≤ Θ′ ∆ ⊢ C : Θ
T-S
∆′ ⊢ C : Θ′
Table 2: Typing (components)
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The empty configuration 0 is well-typed in any context and exports no names (cf.
rule T-E). Two configurations in parallel can refer mutually to each other’s com-
mitments, and together offer the (disjoint) union of their names (cf. rule T-P). It will
be an invariant of the operational semantics that the identities of parallel entities are dis-
joint wrt. the mentioned names. Therefore, Θ1 and Θ2 in the rule for parallel composi-
tion are merged disjointly, indicated by writingΘ1,Θ2 (analogously for the assumption
contexts). In combination with the rest of the rules (in particular T-B below), this
assures that a promise cannot be fulfilled by the component and the environment at the
same time. The ν-binder hides the bound object or the name of the future inside the
component (cf. rule T-N). In the T-N-rule, we assume that the bound name n is new
to ∆ and Θ. Let-bound variables are stack allocated and checked in a stack-organized
variable context Γ. Names created by new are heap allocated and thus checked in a
“parallel” context (cf. again the assumption-commitment rule T-P). The rules for
named classes introduce the name of the class and its type into the commitment (cf.
T-NC). The code of the class [(O)] is checked in an assumption context where the
name of the class is available. An instantiated object will be available in the exported
context Θ by rule T-NO. Named threads n〈t〉 are treated by rule T-NT, where
the type [T ]+ of the future reference n is matched against the result type T of thread t.
As obviously future n is already fulfilled in n〈t〉, its type exports read-permission, only.
For a named thread n〈t〉 in rule T-NT to be well-typed, the code t is checked using
the assumptions ∆ of the conclusion but without using write-permissions mentioned in
∆, expressed by ⌊∆⌋. On types, the ⌊ ⌋ operation is defined as ⌊[T ]+−⌋ = [T ]+ and as
identity on all other types. The definition is lifted pointwise to binding contexts. The
last rule is a rule of subsumption, expressing a simple form of subtyping: we allow that
an object respectively a class contains at least the members which are required by the
interface. This corresponds to width subtyping. Note, however, that each named object
has exactly one type, namely its class.
Definition 2.1 (Subtyping). The relation ≤ on types is defined as identity for all types
except for [T ]+− ≤ [T ]+ (mentioned above) and object interfaces, where we have:
[(l1:U1, . . . , lk:Uk, lk+1:Uk+1, . . .)] ≤ [(l1:U1, . . . lk:Uk)] .
For well-formed name contexts ∆1 and ∆2 , we define in abuse of notation ∆1 ≤ ∆2, if
∆1 and ∆2 have the same domain and additionally ∆1(n) ≤ ∆2(n) for all names n.
The same definition is applied, of course, also for name contexts Θ, used for the
commitments. The relations ≤ are obviously reflexive, transitive, and antisymmetric.
Next we formalize the typing for objects and threads and their syntactic sub-cons-
tituents. Especially the treatment of the write-permission requires care: The capability
to write to a promise is consumed by the bind-operation as it should be done only
once. This is captured by a linear type system where the execution of a thread or an
expression may change the involved types. The judgments are of the form
Γ;∆ ⊢ e : T :: ´Γ, ´∆, (2)
where the change from Γ and ∆ to ´Γ and ´∆ reflects the potential consumption of write
permissions when executing e. The consumption is only potential, as the type system
statically overapproximates the run-time behavior, of course. The typing is given in
Tables 3 and 4. For brevity, we write ∆; Γ ⊢ e : T for ∆; Γ ⊢ e : T :: ´Γ, ´∆, when
´Γ = Γ and ´∆ = ∆. Besides assumptions about the provided names of the environment
kept in ∆, the typing is done relative to assumptions about occurring free variables.
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They are kept separately in a variable context Γ, a finite mapping from variables to
types. Apart from the technicalities, treating the write capabilities in a linear fashion is
straightforward: one must assure that the corresponding capability is available at most
once in the program and is not duplicated when passed around. A promise is no longer
available for writing when bound to a variable using the let-construct, or when handed
over as argument to a method call or a return.
Γ;∆ ⊢ c : [(l1 :U1 , . . . , lk:Uk )] Γ;∆ ⊢ mi : Ui :: ∆ mi = ς(si:c).λ(xi:Ti).ti
T-C
Γ;∆ ⊢ [(l1 = m1, . . . , lk = mk)] : c
Γ;∆ ⊢ c : [(l1 :U1 , . . . , lk:Uk )] Γ;∆ ⊢ fi : Ui fi = ς(si:c).λ().v⊥
T-O
Γ;∆ ⊢ [l1 = f1, . . . , lk = fk] : c
Γ, ~x:~T ;∆, s:c ⊢ t : T ′:: ´∆ Γ;∆ ⊢ c : T T = [(. . . , l:~T → T ′, . . .)]
T-M
Γ;∆ ⊢ ς(s:c).λ(~x:~T ).t : T.l
Γ;∆, s:c ⊢ c : [(. . . , l : Unit → c′, . . .)]
T-U
Γ;∆ ⊢ ς(s:c).λ().⊥c′ : c′
Γ;∆ ⊢ v : c Γ;∆ ⊢ c : T Γ;∆ ⊢ v′ : T.l
T-FU
Γ;∆ ⊢ v.l := v′ : c
Γ;∆ ⊢ c : [(T )]
T-NC
Γ;∆ ⊢ new c : c
Γ1;∆1 ⊢ e : T1 :: Γ2;∆2 Γ2, x:T1;∆2 ⊢ t : T2 :: Γ3;∆3
T-L
Γ1;∆1 ⊢ let x:T1 = e in t : T2 :: Γ3;∆3
Γ1;∆1 ⊢ v1 : T1 Γ1 ;∆1 ⊢ v2 : T1 Γ1;∆1 ⊢ e1 : T2 :: Γ2;∆2 Γ2 ;∆1 ⊢ e2 : T2 :: Γ2;∆2
T-C
Γ1;∆1 ⊢ if v1 = v2 then e1 else e2 : T2 :: Γ2;∆2
Γ1 ;∆1 ⊢ v : c Γ1 ;∆1 ⊢ c : [(. . . , l:Unit → T, . . .)]
Γ1;∆1 ⊢ e1 : T2 :: Γ2;∆2 Γ;∆1 ⊢ e2 : T2 :: Γ2 ;∆2
T-C⊥
Γ;∆1 ⊢ if undef(v.l()) then e1 else e2 : T2 :: Γ2;∆2
T-S
Γ;∆ ⊢ stop : T
T-U
Γ;∆ ⊢ () : Unit
T-C
Γ;∆ ⊢ set v 7→ n : Unit
Table 3: Typing
Classes, objects, and methods resp. fields have no effect on ∆ (see rules T-C,
T-O, T-M, and T-U). Note that especially in T-M, the name context ∆
does not change. This does not mean, that a method cannot have a side-effect by ful-
filling promises, but they are not part of the check of the method declaration here.
Rule T-C is the introduction rule for class types, the rule of instantiation of a class
T-NC requires reference to a class-typed name. In the rules T-M and T-FU
we use the meta-mathematical notation T.l to pick the type in T associated with label
l, i.e., T.l denotes U, when T = [. . . , l:U, . . .] and analogously for T = [(. . . , l:U, . . .)].
Rules T-C and T-O check the definition of classes resp., of objects against the
respective interface type. Note that the type of the self-parameter must be identical to
the name of the class, the method resides in. The premises of rule T-M checks the
method body in the context Γ appropriately extended with the formal parameters xi,
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T-P
Γ;∆ ⊢ promise T : [T ]+−
Γ;∆ ⊢ n : [T ]+
T-C
Γ;∆ ⊢ claim@(n, o) : T
T-G
Γ;∆ ⊢ get@n : T
T-C
Γ;∆ ⊢ set v 7→ n1 : Unit
Γ(x) = T ´Γ = Γ \ x : T
T-V
Γ;∆ ⊢ x : T :: ´Γ;∆
∆(x) = T ´∆ = ∆ \ n : T
T-N
Γ;∆ ⊢ n : T :: Γ;∆′
Γ;∆, n:[T ]+ ⊢ o : c Γ;∆, n:[T ]+ ⊢ c : [(. . . , l:~T → T, . . .)] Γ;∆, n:[T ]+ ⊢ ~v : ~T ´Γ; ´∆ = Γ;∆ \(~v : ~T )
T-B
Γ;∆, n : [T ]+− ⊢ bind o.l(~v) : T ֒→ n : [T ]+ :: ´Γ; ´∆ , n:[T ]+
∆ ⊢ o : c
T-S
Γ;∆ ⊢ suspend(o) : Unit
T-G
Γ;∆ ⊢ grab(o) : Unit
T-R
Γ;∆ ⊢ release(o) : Unit
T ≤ T ′
T-S
Γ1;∆1 ⊢ t : T ′ :: Γ2;∆2
Table 4: Typing
resp. the context ∆ extended by the ς-bound self-parameter. T-U works similarly
treating the case of an uninitialized field. The terminated expression stop and the unit
value do not change the capabilities (cf. rules T-S and T-U). Note that stop has
any type (cf. rule T-S) reflecting the fact that control never reaches the point after
stop. Further constructs without side effects are the three expressions to manipulate
the monitor locks (suspension, lock grabbing, and lock release), object instantiation
(T-NC), and field update. Wrt. field update in rule T-FU, the reason why the
update has not effect on the contexts is that we do not allow fields to carry a type
of the form [T ]+−. This effectively prevents the passing around of write-permissions
via fields. The rule T-L for let-bindings introduces a local scope. The change from
∆1 to ∆2 and further from ∆2 to ∆3 (and analogously for the Γ’s) reflects the sequen-
tial evaluation strategy: first e is evaluated and afterwards t. For conditionals, both
branches must agree on their pre- and post ∆-contexts, which typically means, over-
approximating the effect by taking the upper bound on both as combined effect. Note
that the comparison of the values in T-C resp. the check for definedness in T-C⊥
has no side-effect on the contexts. The rule for testing for definedness using undef (not
shown) works analogously.
Table 4 deals with futures, promises, and especially the linear aspect of consuming
and transmitting the write-permissions. The claim-command fetches the result value
from a future; hence, if the reference n is of type [T ]+, the value itself carries type T
(cf. rule T-C). The rule T-G for get works analogously.
The expression promise T creates a new promise, which can be read or written and
is therefore of type [T ]+−. Note, however, that the context ∆ does not change. The
reason is that the new name created by promise is hidden by a ν-binder immediately
after creation and thus does not immediately extend the ∆-context (see the reduction
rule P below). The binding of a thread t to a promise n is well-typed if the type
of n still allows the promise to be fulfilled, i.e., n is typed by [T ]+− and not just [T ]+.
The auxiliary expression set v 7→ n is evaluated for its side-effect, only, and is of type
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Unit (cf. rule T-C). claim dereferences a future, i.e., it fetches a value of type
T from the reference of type [T ]+. Otherwise, the expression has no effect on ∆, as
reading can be done arbitrarily many times. As an aside: in rule T-C, the type
of o is not checked, as by convention, the claim-statement must be used in the form
claim@(self ) in the user syntax, where self is the self-parameter of the surrounding
methods. Reduction then preserves well-typedness so a re-check here is not needed.
Similar remarks apply to the remaining. The treatment of get is analogous (cf. rules
T-C and T-G). For T-B, handing over a promise with read/write permissions
as an actual parameter of a method call, the caller loses the right to fulfill the promise.
Of course, the caller can only pass the promise to a method which assumes read/write
permissions, if itself has the write permission. The loss of the write-permission is
specified by setting ´∆ and ´Γ to ∆ \~v : ~T resp. to Γ \~v : ~T . The difference-operator
∆ \ n : [T ]+− removes the write-permission for n from the context ∆. In T-B, the
premise ∆; Γ, n:[T ]+ ⊢ ~v : ~T abbreviates the following: assume ~v = v1, . . . vn and
~T = T1 . . .Tn and let Ξ1 abbreviate Γ;∆, n:[T ]+. Then Ξ ⊢ ~v : ~T means: Ξi ⊢ vi : Ti and
Ξi+1 = Ξi \ Ti, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Note that checking the type of the callee has not side-
effect on the bindings. Mentioning a variable or a name removes the write permission
(if present) from the respective binding context (cf. T-V and T-N). The next three
rules T-S, T-G, and T-R deal with the expressions for coordination
and lock handling; they are typed by Unit. The last rule T-S is the standard rule of
subsumption.
2.3 Operational semantics
The operational semantics is given in two stages, component internal steps and exter-
nal ones, where the latter describe the interaction at the interface. Section 2.3.1 starts
with component-internal steps, i.e., those definable without reference to the environ-
ment. In particular, the steps have no observable external effect. The external steps,
presented afterwards in Section 2.3.2, define the interaction between component and
environment. They are defined in reference to assumption and commitment contexts.
The static part of the contexts corresponds to the static type system from Section 2.2
on component level and takes care that, e.g., only well-typed values are received from
the environment.
2.3.1 Internal steps
The internal semantics describes the operational behavior of a closed system, not inter-
acting with its environment. The corresponding reduction steps are shown in Table 5,
distinguishing between confluent steps and other internal transitions τ−→, both invis-
ible at the interface. The -steps, on the one hand, do not access the instance state of
the objects. They are free of imperative side effects and thus confluent. The τ−→-steps,
in contrast, access the instance state, either by reading or by writing it, and thus may
lead to race conditions. In other words, this part of the reduction relation is in general
not confluent.
The first seven rules deal with the basic sequential constructs, all as  -steps. The
basic evaluation mechanism is substitution (cf. rule R). Note that the rule requires
that the leading let-bound variable is replaced only by values v. The operational be-
havior of the two forms of conditionals are axiomatized by the four C-rules. De-
pending on the result of the comparison in the first pair of rules, resp., the result of
checking for definedness in the second pair, either the then- or the else-branch is taken.
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// .-,()*+ claim
t2,v
///o/o/o
claim
t2=v

.-,()*+
release

/.-,()*+ //
/.-,()*+
get
t2=v
// .-,()*+
grab ⊥
OO
Figure 1: Claiming a future
In C2, we assume that v1 does not equal v2, as side condition. Evaluating stop
terminates the future for good, i.e., the rest of the thread will never be executed as
there is no reduction rule for the future n〈stop〉 (cf. rule S). The rule FL
deals with field look-up, where F′.l(o)() stands for ⊥c[o/s] = ⊥c, resp., for v[o/s],
where [c, F′] = [c, . . . , l = ς(s:c).λ().⊥c, . . . , L], if the field is yet undefined, resp.,
[c, F′] = [c, . . . , l = ς(s:c).λ().v, . . . , L]. In FU, the meta-mathematical notation
F.l := v stands for (. . . , l = v, . . .), when F = (. . . , l = v′, . . .). There will be no external
variant of the rule for field look-up later in the semantics of open systems, as we do not
allow field access across component boundaries. The same restriction holds for field
update in rule FU. A new object as instance of a given class is created by rule
NOi. Note that initially, the lock is free and there is not activity associated with the
object, i.e., the object is initially passive.
The expression promise T creates a fresh promise n. Note that no new thread is yet
allocated, as so far nothing more than the name is known. The rule P mentions the
types T and T ′. The typing system assures that the type T is of the form [S ]+− for some
type S . A promise is fulfilled by the bind-command (cf. rule Bi), in that the new
thread n is put together with the code t1 to be executed and run in parallel with the rest
as n′〈let x : T = t1 in set x 7→ n〉 (where n′ is hidden). Upon termination, the result is
available via the claim- and the get-syntax (cf. the C-rules and rule Gi), but not
before the lock of the object is given back again using release(o) (cf. rule R). If
the thread is not yet terminated, the requesting thread suspends itself, thereby giving up
the lock. The behavior of claim is sketched in Figure 1. Note the types of the involved
let-bound variables: the future reference is typed by [T ], indicating that the value for x
will not directly be available, but must be dereferenced first via claim. When it comes
to claim a future, we added as auxiliary syntax set v 7→ n. The expression presents an
evaluated thread, just in front of the step where the value v is about to be put into the
thread named n. The reasons for that additional syntax are largely technical, namely
to achieve a clean separation of internal and externally visible behavior, in particular,
to get a proper formulation of the subject reduction results. This additional expression
requires, that the rules C1i , C2i , and G1, dealing with evaluated threads of the
form n〈v〉, are complemented by the rules C3i and C4i , resp. G2i .
The two operations grab and release take, resp., give back an object’s lock. They
are not part of the user syntax, i.e., the programmer cannot directly manipulate the
monitor lock. The user can release the lock using the suspend-command or by trying
to get back the result from a call using claim.
The above reduction relations are used modulo structural congruence, which cap-
tures the algebraic properties of parallel composition and the hiding operator. The basic
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axioms for ≡ are shown in Table 6 where in the fourth axiom, n does not occur free in
C1. The congruence relation is imported into the reduction relations in Table 7. Note
that all syntactic entities are always tacitly understood modulo α-conversion.
n〈let x:T = v in t〉 n〈t[v/x]〉 R
n〈let x2:T2 = (let x1:T1 = e1 in e) in t〉 n〈let x1:T1 = e1 in (let x2:T2 = e in t)〉 L
n〈let x:T = (if v = v then e1 else e2) in t〉 n〈let x:T = e1 in t〉 C1
n〈let x:T = (if v1 = v2 then e1 else e2) in t〉 n〈let x:T = e2 in t〉 C2
n〈let x:T = (if undef(⊥c′) then e1 else e2) in t〉 n〈let x:T = e1 in t〉 C⊥1
n〈let x:T = (if undef(v) then e1 else e2) in t〉 n〈let x:T = e2 in t〉 C⊥2
n〈let x:T = stop in t〉 n〈stop〉 S
o[c, F′, L] ‖ n〈let x:T = o.l() in t〉 τ−→ o[c, F′, L] ‖ n〈let x:T = F′.l(o)() in t〉 FL
o[c, F, L] ‖ n〈let x:T = o.l := v in t〉 τ−→ o[c, F.l := v, n′] ‖ n〈let x:T = o in t〉 FU
c[(F, M)] ‖ n〈let x:c = new c in t〉 
c[(F, M)] ‖ ν(o:c).(o[c, F,⊥] ‖ n〈let x:c = o in t〉) NOi
n′〈let x:T ′ = promise T in t〉 ν(n:T ′).(n′〈let x:T ′ = n in t〉) P
c[(F′, M)] ‖ o[c, F, l] ‖ n1〈let x:T = bind o.l(~v) : T2 →֒ n2 in t1〉 τ−→
c[(F′, M)] ‖ o[c, F, l] ‖ n1〈let x:T = n2 in t1〉
‖ ν(n′:Unit).(n′〈let x:T2 = grab(o); M.l(o)(~v) in release(o); set x 7→ n2〉)
Bi
n′〈set v 7→ n1〉 ‖ n2〈let x : T = claim@(n1, o) in t〉 
n′〈set v 7→ n1〉 ‖ n2〈let x : T = v in t〉 C1i
t2 , v
C2i
n′〈set t2 7→ n2〉 ‖ n1〈let x : T = claim@(n2, o) in t′1〉 
n′〈set t2 7→ n2〉 ‖ n1〈let x : T = release(o); get@n2 in grab(o); t′1〉
n1〈v〉 ‖ n2〈let x : T = claim@(n1, o) in t〉 n1〈v〉 ‖ n2〈let x : T = v in t〉 C3i
t2 , v
C4i
n2〈t2〉 ‖ n1〈let x : T = claim@(n2, o) in t′1〉 
n2〈t2〉 ‖ n1〈let x : T = release(o); get@n2 in grab(o); t′1〉
n1〈v〉 ‖ n2〈let x : T = get@n1 in t〉 n1〈v〉 ‖ n2〈let x : T = v in t〉 G2i
n′〈set v 7→ n1〉 ‖ n2〈let x : T = get@n1 in t〉 n1〈set v 7→ n1〉 ‖ n2〈let x : T = v in t〉 Gi
n〈suspend(o); t〉 n〈release(o); grab(o); t〉 S
o[c, F,⊥] ‖ n〈grab(o); t〉 τ−→ o[c, F,⊤] ‖ n〈t〉 G
o[c, F,⊤] ‖ n〈release(o); t〉 τ−→ o[c, F,⊥] ‖ n〈t〉 R
Table 5: Internal steps
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0 ‖ C ≡ C C1 ‖ C2 ≡ C2 ‖ C1 (C1 ‖ C2) ‖ C3 ≡ C1 ‖ (C2 ‖ C3)
C1 ‖ ν(n:T ).C2 ≡ ν(n:T ).(C1 ‖ C2) ν(n1:T1).ν(n2:T2).C ≡ ν(n2:T2).ν(n1:T1).C
Table 6: Structural congruence
Next we show that the type system indeed assures what it is supposed to, most
importantly that a promise is indeed fulfilled only once. First we characterize as erro-
neous situations where a promise is about to be written a second time: A configuration
C contains a write error if it is of the form C ≡ ν(Θ′).(C′ ‖ n′〈let x : T = bind t1 :
T1 →֒ n in t2〉 ‖ n〈t〉). Configurations without such write-errors are called write-error
free, denoted ⊢ C : ok. In [53], an analogous condition is called handle error.
First we show that a well-typed component does not contain a manifest write-error.
Lemma 2.2. If ∆ ⊢ C : Θ, then ⊢ C : ok.
Proof. By induction on the typing derivations for judgments on the level of compo-
nents, i.e., for judgments of the form ∆ ⊢ C : Θ; the subordinate typing rules from
Tables 3 and 4 on the level of threads and expressions do not play a role for the proof.
The empty component in the base case of T-E is clearly write-error free. The
cases for the T-N-rules by straightforward induction. The case T-S for subsumption
is likewise follows by induction. The cases for T-NC, T-NO, and T-NF are
trivially satisfied, as they mention a single, basic component, only.
Case: T-P
We are given ∆,Θ2 ⊢ C1 : Θ1 and ∆,Θ1 ⊢ C2 : Θ2. By induction, both C1 and C2
are write-error free. The non-trivial case (which we will lead to a contradiction) is
when one of the components attempts to write to a promises and the partner already
has fulfilled it. So, wlog. assume that C1 = ν(Θ′1).(C′1 ‖ n1〈let x : T = bind x : T →֒
n2 in t′′〉 and C2 = ν(Θ′2).(C′2 ‖ n2〈t2〉). Assume that n2 neither occurs in Θ′1 nor in
Θ′2, otherwise no write error is present (since in that case, the name n2 mentioned on
both sides of the parallel refer to different entities). For C1 to be well-typed, we have
∆,Θ2 ⊢ n : [T1]+− for some type T1. For C2 to be well-typed, we have Θ2 ⊢ n : [T2]+
for some type T2. Thus, ∆ ⊢ C1 ‖ C2 : Θ1,Θ2 cannot be derived, which contradicts the
assumption. 

The next standard property shows preservation of well-typedness under internal
C ≡ ≡ C′
C  C′
C  C′
C ‖ C′′  C′ ‖ C′′
C  C′
ν(n:T ).C  ν(n:T ).C′
C ≡ τ−→ ≡ C′
C τ−→ C′
C τ−→ C′
C ‖ C′′ τ−→ C′ ‖ C′′
C τ−→ C′
ν(n:T ).C τ−→ ν(n:T ).C′
Table 7: Reduction modulo congruence
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reduction. The necessary ancillary lemmas will in general proceed by induction on the
typing derivations for judgments of the form ∆ ⊢ C : Θ. From a proof-theoretical (and
algorithmic) point of view, the type system as formalized in Tables 2, 3, and 4 has an
unwelcome property: it is too “non-deterministic” in that it allows the non-structural
subsumption rules T-S on the level of threads t and on the level of components C
at any point in the derivation. This liberality is unwelcome for proofs by induction on
the typing derivation as one loses knowledge about the structure of the premises of an
applied rule in the derivation.
Lemma 2.3 (Minimal typing). 1. If ∆ ⊢m C : Θ and ∆′ ⊢ C : Θ′, then ∆ ≤ ∆′ and
Θ ≤ Θ′.
2. If ∆ ⊢m C : Θ then ∆ ⊢ C : Θ.
3. If ∆′ ⊢ C : Θ′, then ∆ ⊢m C : Θ with ∆ ⊢ ∆′ and Θ ≤ Θ′.
Proof. Straightforward.  
Lemma 2.4 (Subject reduction: ≡). If ∆ ⊢m C1 : Θ and C1 ≡ C2, then ∆ ⊢m C2 : Θ.
Proof. We show preservation of typing by the axioms of Table 6. Proceed by induction
on the derivation of ∆ ⊢m C1 : Θ.
Case: C ‖ 0 ≡ C (idempotence)
We are given ∆ ⊢ C ‖ 0 : Θ. Inverting T-P and by T-E we get as sub-goals
∆,Θ ⊢m 0 : () and ∆ ⊢m C : Θ, which concludes the case.
Case: C ≡ C ‖ 0 (idempotence)
Immediate using T-P and T-E.
Case: C1 ‖ C2 ≡ C2 ‖ C1 (commutativity)
Immediate.
Case: C1 ‖ (C2 ‖ C3) ≡ (C1 ‖ C2) ‖ C2 and vice versa (associativity)
By straightforward induction.
Case: C1 ‖ ν(n:T ).C2 ≡ ν(n:T ).(C1 ‖ C2)
where n does not occur free in C1. We are given ∆ ⊢ C1 ‖ ν(n:T ).C2 : Θ1,Θ2, where
n neither occurs in Θ1 nor Θ2. Inverting T-P and T-N f or T-N2o, we obtain as two
subgoals ∆,Θ2 ⊢ C1 : Θ1 and ∆,Θ1 ⊢ C2 : Θ1,Θ2, n:T , and the result follows by T-P
and the respective T-N-rule. The case for T-N1o works analogously.
Case: ν(n1:T1).ν(n2:T2).C ≡ ν(n2:T2).ν(n1:T1).C
Analogously. 

Lemma 2.5 (Subject reduction: τ−→ and ). Assume ∆ ⊢ C : Θ.
1. If C τ−→ ´C, then ∆ ⊢ ´C : Θ.
2. If C  ´C, then ∆ ⊢ ´C : Θ.
Proof. The reduction rules of Table 5 are all of the form C1 ‖ n〈t1〉 τ−→ C2 ‖ n〈t2〉,
where often C1 = C2 or C1 and C2 missing. In the latter case, it suffices to show that
;∆, n:[T ]+ ⊢m t1 : T implies ;∆, n:[T ]+ ⊢ t2 : T .
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Case: R: let x : T = v in t  t[v/x]
By preservation of typing under substitution.
The 5 rules for let and for conditionals are straightforward. The case for stop fol-
lows from the fact that stop has every type (cf. rule T-S).
Case: P: n′〈let x:T ′ = promise T in t〉 ν(n:T ′).(n′〈let x : T ′ = n in t〉)
The type system assures that T ′ = [T ]+−, i.e., for the left-hand side we obtain as
subgoal (inverting T-NT, T-L, and T-P) x:[T ]+−;∆, n′:[T ]+− ⊢ t : T . The
result follows from T-N, T-L, and T-NT.
Case: Bi n1〈t〉 = n1〈let x:T = bind o.l(~v) : T2 →֒ n2 in t1〉 τ−→ n1〈let x:T = () in t1〉 ‖
ν(n′:Unit).(n′〈let x:T2 = M.l(o)(~v) in set x 7→ n2〉)
The type system assures (cf. T-B) that T = [T ′]+ for some type T ′. By assumption,
we are given ∆ ⊢ n1〈t〉 : Θ which impliesΘ = n1:[T1]+. Inverting rule T-N gives
;∆′ , n2:[T2]+ ⊢ M.l(o)(~v) : T1
T-B
;∆′′ , n2:[T2]+− ⊢ bind o.l(~v) : T2 ֒→ n2 : T ::;∆′′ , n2:[T2]+ x:T∆′′ , n2:[T2]+ ⊢ t1 : T1 :: x:T ; ´∆, n2:[T2]+
T-L
;∆′′ , n2:[T2]+− ⊢ let x:T = bind o.l(~v) : T2 ֒→ n2 in t1 : T1 ::; ´∆, n2:[T2]+
∆′ ⊢ n1〈let x:T = bind o.l(~v) : T2 ֒→ n2 in t1〉 : n1:[T1]+ , n2:[T1]+−
Rule T-B implies that ∆ = ∆′, n2 : [T ]+−, i.e., the thread has write permission on n2
in the pre-state. Furthermore, ´∆ ⊢ n2 : [T ]+, i.e., in the post-state, the thread has lost its
write-permission (as it has executed it). In addition, ´Γ is empty. With T-P we obtain
the following two sub-goals.
∆′ , n2:[T2]+− ⊢ n1〈let x:Unit = () in t1〉 : n1:[T1]+ ∆′ , n1:[T1]+ ⊢ ν(n′:Unit).(n′〈let x:T2 = M.l(o)(~v) in set x 7→ n2〉) : n2:[T2]+−
∆′ ⊢ n1〈let x:Unit = () in t1〉 ‖ ν(n′:Unit).(n′〈let x:T2 = M.l(o)(~v) in set x 7→ n2〉) : n1:[T1]+ , n2:[T2]+−
Both can be straightforwardly solved using T-NF, T-N, T-U, T-L, T-C,
and the assumptions.
The remaining rules work similarly.  
Lemma 2.6 (Subject reduction: ≡). If ∆ ⊢ C1 : Θ and C1 ≡ C2, then ∆ ⊢ C2 : Θ.
Proof. Assume ∆ ⊢ C1 : Θ and C1 ≡ C2. By Lemma 2.3(3), ∆′ ⊢m C1 : Θ′ s.t.
∆ ≤ ∆′ and Θ′ ≤ Θ. By Lemma 2.4, ∆′ ⊢m C2 : Θ′, and hence by Lemma 2.3(2), also
∆′ ⊢ C2 : Θ′, and the result follows by subsumption (rule T-S).  
Lemma 2.7 (Subject reduction: τ−→ and ). Assume ∆ ⊢ C : Θ.
1. If C τ−→ ´C, then ∆ ⊢m ´C : Θ.
2. If C  ´C, then ∆ ⊢m ´C : Θ.
Proof. As consequence of the corresponding property for minimal typing from Lemma
2.5 and Lemma 2.3.  
Lemma 2.8 (Subject reduction). If Ξ ⊢ C and C =⇒ ´C, then Ξ ⊢ ´C.
Proof. A consequence of Lemma 2.6 and 2.7.  
A direct consequence is that all reachable configurations are write-error free:
Corollary 2.9. If ∆ ⊢ C : Θ and C =⇒ ´C, then ⊢ ´C : ok.
Proof. A consequence of Lemma 2.2 and subject reduction from Lemma 2.8.  
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γ ::= n〈call o.l(~v)〉 | n〈get(v)〉 | ν(n:T ).γ basic labels
a ::= γ? | γ! receive and send labels
Table 8: Labels
2.3.2 External semantics
The external semantics formalizes the environment interaction of an open component
as labeled transitions between judgments of the form
∆ ⊢ C : Θ, (3)
where ∆ represent the assumptions about the environment of the component C and Θ
the commitments. The assumptions require the existence of named entities in the envi-
ronment (plus giving static typing information). The semantics maintains as invariant
that the assumption and commitment contexts are disjoint concerning the names for ob-
jects, classes, and threads. In addition, the interface keeps information about whether
the value of the future n is already known at the interface. If it is, we write n:T = v as
binding of the context. We write furthermore ∆ ⊢ n = v, if ∆ contains the correspond-
ing value information and write ∆ ⊢ n = ⊥, if that is not the case. This extension makes
the value of a future (once claimed) available at the interface. With these judgments,
the external transitions are of the form:
∆ ⊢ C : Θ a−→ ´∆ ⊢ ´C : ´Θ . (4)
Notation 2.10. We abbreviate the tuple of name contexts ∆,Θ as Ξ. Furthermore we
understand ´∆, ´Θ as ´Ξ, etc.
The labels of the external transitions represent the corresponding interface interac-
tion (cf. Table 8). A component exchanges information with the environment via call
labels γc and get labels γg. Interaction is either incoming or outgoing, indicated by ?,
resp., !. In the labels, n is the identifier of the thread carrying out the call resp. of being
queried via claim or get. Besides that, object and future names (but no class names)
may appear as arguments in the communication. Scope extrusion of names across the
interface is indicated by the ν-binder. Given a basic label γ = ν(Ξ).γ′ whereΞ is a name
context such that ν(Ξ) abbreviates a sequence of single n:T bindings (whose names are
assumed all disjoint, as usual) and where γ′ does not contain any binders, we call γ′
the core of the label and refer to it by ⌊γ⌋. We define core analogously for receive
and send labels. The free names fn(a) and the bound names bn(a) of a label a are as
usual, whereas names(a) refer to all names of a. In addition, we distinguish between
names occurring as arguments of a label, in passive position, and the name occurring
as carrier of the activity, in active position. Name n, for illustration, occurs actively and
free in n〈call o.l.(~v)〉 and in n〈get(v)〉. We write fna(a) for the free names occurring in
active position, fnp(a) for the free names in passive position, etc. All notations are used
analogously for basic labels γ. Note that for incoming labels, Ξ contains only bind-
ings to environment objects (besides future names), as the environment cannot create
component objects; dually for outgoing communication.
The steps of the operational semantics for open systems checks the static assump-
tions, i.e., whether at most the names actually occurring in the core of the label are
mentioned in the ν-binders of the label, and whether the transmitted values are of the
correct types. This is covered in the following definition.
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´Ξ = ´Ξ1, n:[T ]+ , ´Ξ2 ; ´Ξ ⊢ ~v : ~T a = n〈call or .l(~v)〉?
LT-CI
´Ξ ⊢ a : ~T →
; ´Ξ ⊢ v : T a = n〈get(v)〉?
LT-GI
´Ξ ⊢ a : → T
Table 9: Typechecking labels
Definition 2.11 (Well-formedness and well-typedness of a label). A label a = ν(Ξ).⌊a⌋
is well-formed, written ⊢ a, if dom(Ξ) ⊆ fn(⌊a⌋) and if Ξ is a well-formed name-context
for object and future names, i.e., no name bound in Ξ occurs twice. The assertion
´Ξ ⊢ o.l? : ~T → T (5)
(“an incoming call of the method labeled l in object o expects arguments of type ~T and
results in a value of type T”) is given by the following rule, i.e., implication:
; ´Θ ⊢ o : c ; ´Ξ ⊢ c : [(. . . , l:~T → T, . . .)]
´Ξ ⊢ o.l? : ~T → T
(6)
For outgoing calls, ´Ξ ⊢ o.l! : ~T → T is defined dually. In particular, in the first
premise, ´Θ is replaced by ´∆. Well-typedness of an incoming core label a with expected
type ~T, resp., T , and relative to the name context ´Ξ is asserted by
´Ξ ⊢ a : ~T → resp., ´Ξ ⊢ a : → T , (7)
as given by Table 9. In LT-CI, the premise ; ´Ξ ⊢ ~v : ~T is interpreted in such a
way that checking for write-permission consumes that permission (analogous to the
corresponding premise of T-B in Table 4): Let ´Ξ0 abbreviate ; ´Ξ. Then ; ´Ξ ⊢ ~v : ~T
means: ´Ξi ⊢ vi : Ti and ´Ξi+1 = ´Ξi \ Ti, for all 0 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
Note that the receiver o of the call is checked using only the commitment context
´Θ, to assure that o is a component object. Note further that to check the interface type
of the class c, the full ´Ξ is consulted, since the argument types ~T or the result type T
may refer to both component and environment classes. The incremental type of first
premise ; ´Ξ ⊢ ~v : ~T of LT-CI assures that no name is transmitted twice with write-
permission. In a similar spirit: requiring that ´Ξ is of the form ´Ξ1, n:[T ]+, ´Ξ2 assures
that it is not possible to transmit n with write-permissions if n is the active thread of the
label.
Besides checking whether the assumptions are met before a transition, the contexts
are updated by a transition step, i.e., extended by the new names, whose scope extrudes.
For the binding part Ξ′ of a label ν(Ξ′).γ, the scope of the references to existing objects
and thread names ∆′ extrudes across the border. In the step, ∆′ extends the assumption
context ∆ and Θ′ the commitment context Θ. Besides information about new names,
the context information is potentially updated wrt. the availability of a future value.
This is done when a get-label is exchanged at the interface for the first time, i.e., when
a future value is claimed successfully for the first time. For outgoing communication,
the situation is dual.
Before we come to the corresponding Definition 2.12 below, we make clear (again)
the interpretation of judgments ∆ ⊢ C : Θ. Interesting is in particular the informa-
tion n:[T ]+−, stipulating that name n is available with write-permission (and result type
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T ). In case of ∆ ⊢ n : [T ]+−, the name n is assumed to available in the environment
as writeable, and conversely Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+− asserts write permission for the compo-
nent. Since read permissions, captured by types [T ]+, are not treated linearly —one
is allowed to read from a future reference as many times as wished— the treatment
of bindings n:[T ]+ is simpler. Hence here we concentrate on n:[T ]+− and the write
permissions.
Since the domains of ∆ and Θ are disjoint, bindings n:T ′ cannot be available in
the assumption context ∆ and the commitments Θ at the same time. The information
T ′ = [T ]+− indicates which side, component or environment, has the write permission.
If, for instance ∆ ⊢ n : [T ]+−, then the component is not allowed to execute a bind on
reference n. The same restriction does not apply to read permissions. In the mentioned
situation ∆ ⊢ n : [T ]+−, the component can execute a claim-operation on n. The same
applies if ∆ ⊢ n : [T ]+. In other words, a name n can be accessed by reading by both the
environment and the component once known at the interface, independent whether it is
part of ∆ or of Θ. A difference between bindings of the form n:[T ]+− and n:[T ]+ (and
likewise n:[T ]+ = v) is, that communication can change ∆ ⊢ n : [T ]+− to Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+−
and vice versa. For names n of type [T ]+, this change of side is impossible. The latter
kind of information, for instance Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+, implies that the code has been bound to
n and it is placed in the component. Once fixed there, the reference to n may, of course,
be passed around, but the thread named n itself cannot change to the environment since
the language does not support mobile code.
Now, how does communication labels as interface interactions update the binding
contexts? We distinguish two ways, the name n of a thread can be transmitted in
a label: passively, when transported as the argument of a call or a get-interaction,
and actively, when mentioned as the carrier of the activity, as the n in n〈call o.l(~v)〉
and n〈get(v)〉. As usual, such references (actively or passively) can be transmitted as
fresh names, i.e., under a ν-binder, or alternatively as an already known name. When
transmitted passively and typed with [T ]+− for some type T , the write-permission to n
is handed over to the receiving side and at the same time, that permission is removed
from the sender side. So if, e.g., the environment is assumed to possess the write-
permission for reference n, witnessed by ∆ ⊢ n : [T ]+−, then sending n as argument
in a communication to the component removes the binding from the environment and
adds the permission to the component side, yielding Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+−. In case the name is
transmitted actively, the receiver does not obtain write permission.
Now, what about transmitting n actively? An incoming call n〈call o.l(~v)〉?, e.g.,
reveals at the interface that the promise indeed has been fulfilled. As, in that situation
of an incoming call, the thread is located at the component, the commitment context
is updated to satisfy Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = ⊥ (for an appropriate type T ) after the commu-
nication. Indeed, before the step it is checked, that the environment actually has write
permission for n, i.e., that ∆ ⊢ n : [T ]+−, or that the name n is new. See the incoming
call in Figure 2(a), where the n is fresh, resp. in 2(c), where the n has been transmitted
passively and with write-permissions to the environment before the call (in the dotted
arrow).
Whereas call-labels make public, at which side the thread in question resides, get-
labels, on the other hand, reveal that the thread has terminated and fix the result value
(if that information had not been public interface information before). There are two
situations, where a, say, outgoing get-communication is possible. In both cases, the
future resides in the component and after the get-communication, the value is deter-
mined, i.e., Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = v (if not already before the step). One scenario is that
∆ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = ⊥ before the step still. If, in that situation, the get is executed by
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the environment, it is required that the component must have had write permission be-
fore that step, i.e., Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+− (cf. Figure 2(b)). The only way, the value for n is
available for the environment now is that, unnoticed6 at the interface, the promise had
been fulfilled and the corresponding thread already has terminated, and this could have
been done by the component, only. In that situation, the contexts are updated from
Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+− to Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = v: the component loses the write-permission as it
obviously has executed its permission already and the value v is fixed and known at the
interface. Alternatively, the thread may be known to be part of the component with the
promise already fulfilled (Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = ⊥, as shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(c)). Finally,
the value for n might already been known at the interface, i.e., already before the step,
Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = v holds. In that situation, v has been added as interface information pre-
viously, either by a prior get-interaction incoming get-communication or an outgoing
return-communication, and the situation corresponds to the last get in Figure 2(b) and
2(c).
∆Θ
call
claim
get
Ξ 6⊢ n
Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = ⊥
Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = v
(a)
∆Θ
getget
Ξ 6⊢ n
Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+−
Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = v
(b)
∆Θ
call
claim
get
get
Ξ 6⊢ n
∆ ⊢ n:[T ]+−
Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = ⊥
Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+ = v
(c)
Figure 2: Scenarios
This gives rise to the following definition.
Definition 2.12 (Context update). Let Ξ be a name context and a = ν(Ξ′).⌊a⌋ an
incoming label. We define the (intermediate) contexts Θ′′ = Θ and ∆′′ = ∆,Ξ′.
Let furthermore Σ′′ be the set of bindings defined as follows. In case of a call label,
i.e., ⌊a⌋ = n〈call o.l(~v)〉?, let the vector of types ~T be defined by Ξ ⊢ o.l? : ~T → T
according to equation (5) of Definition 2.11. Then Σ′′ consists of bindings of the form
vi:[T ′i ]+− for values vi from ~v such that Ti = [T ′i ]+−. In case of a get label, i.e., ⌊a⌋ =
n〈get(v)〉?, the context Σ′′ is v:[T ]+− if ∆′′ ⊢ n : [[T ]+−]+, and empty otherwise.
With Σ′′ given this way, the definitions of the post-contexts ´∆ and ´Θ distinguish
between calls and get-interaction: If a is a call label and n ∈ namesa(a), we define
´∆ = ∆′′ \Σ′′ \ n:[T ]+− and ´Θ = Θ′′,Σ′′, n:[T ]+ . (8)
If a is a get label a = ν(Ξ′).n〈get(v)〉? and n ∈ namesa(a), ´∆ and ´Θ are given by:
´∆ = ∆′′ \Σ′′, n:[T ]+ = v and ´Θ = Θ′′,Σ′′ . (9)
For outgoing communication, the definition is applied dually.
The definition proceeds in two steps. In a first step, the assumption and the com-
mitment contexts ∆ and Θ are extended with the bindings Ξ′ carried with the incoming
6It is important that the bind-operation on a promise is an internal action and not recorded at the interface.
This is also the reason to represent an evaluated future n by n′〈set v 7→ n〉, where n′ is hidden behind a ν-
binder and not by n〈v〉 (cf. rule Bi of Table 5.
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label a. Note that the bindings Ξ′ ⊢ n : [T ]+− or Ξ′ ⊢ n : [T ]+ for future references,
kept in Σ′, are added to the assumption context ∆ but not the commitment context
(in the considered case of incoming communication). The second step deals with the
write permissions, i.e.., it transfers the write permission transmitted arguments from
the sender side to the receiver side. The binding context Σ′′ deals with the permissions
carried by thread names transmitted passively, i.e., as arguments of the communication.
It remains to take care also of the information carried by the active thread. For that we
distinguish calls and get-labels. An incoming call (equation (8)) with n as active thread
additionally is the sign that the thread is now located at the component side and that
the write permission has been consumed by the environment side. Hence, in equation
(8), the environment loses the write-permission and the component is extended by the
binding n:[T ]+. In case of an incoming get, the transmitted value v is remembered as
part of ∆ (cf. equation (8)).
Now to the interface behavior. Corresponding to the labels from Table 8, there are
a number of rules for external communication: either incoming or outgoing calls, resp.,
get-labels. All rules have some premises in common. In all cases, the context Ξ before
the interaction is updated to ´Ξ = Ξ+ a using Definition 2.12, where a is the interaction
label. The rules for incoming communication differ from the corresponding ones for
outgoing communication in that well-typedness and well-formedness of the label is
checked by the premises ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : ~T → , resp. ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : → ~T (for calls) resp.,
´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : → T (for get-labels), using Definition 2.11. For outgoing communication,
the check is unnecessary as starting with a well-typed component, there is no need in
re-checking now, as the operational steps preserve well-typedness (subject reduction).
When the component claims the value of a future, we distinguish two situations:
the future value is accessed for the first time across the interface or not. In the first
case, corresponding to rules CI1 and CI2, the interface does not contain the
value of the future yet, stipulated by the premise ∆ ⊢ n′ = ⊥. Remember that ∆ ⊢ n
requires that the thread n is part of the environment. In that situation it is unclear from
the perspective of the component, whether or not the value has already been computed.
Hence, it is possible that executing claim is immediately successful (cf. rule C1)
or that the thread n trying to obtain the value has to suspend itself and try later (cf. rule
C2). The external rule C2 works exactly like the corresponding internal rule
C2i from Table 5, except that here it is required that the queried future n′ is part of
the environment. The behavior of a thread wrt. claiming a future value is illustrated
in Figure 1. If the future value is already known at the interface (cf. rule C3 and
especially premise ∆ ⊢ n′ = v), executing claim is always successful and the value v is
(re-)transmitted. get works analogously to claim, except that get insists of obtaining the
value, i.e., the alternative of relinquishing the lock and trying again as in rule C2,
is not available for get. The last two rules deal with the situation that the environment
fetches the value.
Finally, we characterize the initial situation. Initially, the component contains at
most one initial activity and no objects. More precisely, given that Ξ0 ⊢ C0 is the
initial judgment, then C0 contains no objects. Concerning the threads as the active
entities: initially exactly one thread is executing, either at the component side or at the
environment side. The distinction is made at the interface that initially either Θ0 ⊢ n or
∆0 ⊢ n, where n is the only thread name in the system.
Remark 2.13 (Comparison with Java-like multi-threading). The formalization for
the multi-threaded case, for instance in [4], is quite similar. One complication encoun-
tered there is that one has to take reentrance into account. The rule for incoming call
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a = ν(Ξ′). n〈call o.l(~v)〉? ´Ξ = Ξ + a (Ξ′ ⊢ n∨∆ ⊢ n : [ ]+−) ´Ξ ⊢ o.l? : ~T → T ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : ~T →
CI
Ξ ⊢ C a−→ ´Ξ ⊢ C ‖ n〈let x:T = grab(o); M.l(o)(~v) in release(o); x〉
a = ν(Ξ′). n〈call o.l(~v)〉! Ξ′ = fn(⌊a⌋) ∩ Ξ1 ´Ξ1 = Ξ1 \Ξ′ ∆ ⊢ o ´Ξ = Ξ + a
CO
Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n′〈let x:T = bind o.l(~v) : T ֒→ n in t〉) a−→ ´Ξ ⊢ ν( ´Ξ1).(C ‖ n′〈let x : T = n in t〉)
a = ν(Ξ′). n′〈get(v)〉? ´Ξ = Ξ + a ∆ ⊢ n′ = ⊥ ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : → T
CI1
Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x:T = claim@(n′, ) in t〉) a−→ ´Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x:T = v in t〉)
∆ ⊢ n′ = ⊥
CI2
Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x:T = claim@(n′, o) in t〉)  Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x : T = release(o); get@n′ in grab(o); t〉)
a = n′〈get(v)〉? ∆ ⊢ n′ = v Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : → T
CI3
Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x:T = claim@(n′, ) in t〉) a−→ Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x:T = v in t〉)
a = ν(Ξ′). n′〈get(v)〉? ´Ξ = Ξ + a ∆ ⊢ n′ = ⊥ ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : → T
GI1
Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x:T = get@n′ in t〉) a−→ ´Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x:T = v in t〉)
a = n′〈get(v)〉? ∆ ⊢ n′ = v Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : → T
GI2
Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x:T = get@n′ in t〉) a−→ Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈let x:T = v in t〉)
a = ν(Ξ′).n〈get(v)〉! Ξ′ = fn(⌊a⌋) ∩ Ξ1 ´Ξ1 = Ξ1 \Ξ′ ´Ξ = Ξ + a
GO1
Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ ν(n′:T ).(n′〈set v 7→ n〉)) a−→ ´Ξ ⊢ ν( ´Ξ1).(C ‖ n〈v〉)
a = n〈get(v)〉! Θ ⊢ n = v
GO2
Ξ ⊢ C a−→ Ξ ⊢ C
Table 10: External steps
CI in Table 10 deals with a non-reentrance situation, which is the only situation
relevant in the setting here. In addition to the rule CI, Java-like multi-threading
requires further CI-rules to cover the situations, when the call is reentrant. 
3 Interface behavior
Next we characterize the possible (“legal”) interface behavior as interaction traces be-
tween component and environment. Half of the work has been done already in the
definition of the external steps in Table 10: For incoming communication, for which
the environment is responsible, the assumption contexts are consulted to check whether
the communication originates from a realizable environment. Concerning the reaction
of the component, no such checks were necessary. To characterize when a given trace is
legal, the behavior of the component side, i.e., the outgoing communication, must ad-
here to the dual discipline we imposed on the environment for the open semantics. This
means, we analogously abstract away from the program code, rendering the situation
symmetric.
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Ξ ⊢ ǫ : trace L-E
a = ν(Ξ′). n〈call o.l(~v)〉? ´Ξ = Ξ + a (Ξ′ ⊢ n ∨ ∆ ⊢ n : []+−)
´Ξ ⊢ o.l? : ~T → T ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : ~T → ´Ξ ⊢ s : trace
L-CI
Ξ ⊢ a s : trace
a = ν(Ξ′).n〈get(v)〉? ´Ξ = Ξ + a ∆ ⊢ n = ⊥ ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : → T ´Ξ ⊢ s : trace
L-GI1
Ξ ⊢ a s : trace
a = n〈get(v)〉? ∆ ⊢ n = v Ξ ⊢ s : trace
L-GI2
Ξ ⊢ a s : trace
Table 11: Legal traces (dual rules omitted)
3.1 Legal traces system
The rules of Table 11 specify legality of traces. We use the same conventions and
notations as for the operational semantics (cf. Notation 2.10). The judgments in the
derivation system are of the form
Ξ ⊢ s : trace . (10)
We write Ξ ⊢ t : trace, if there exists a derivation according to the rules of Table 11 with
an instance of L-E as axiom. The empty trace is always legal (cf. rule L-E),
and distinguishing according to the first action a of the trace, the rules check whether
a is possible. Furthermore, the contexts are updated appropriately, and the rules recur
checking the tail of the trace. The rules are symmetric wrt. incoming and outgoing
communication (the dual rules are omitted). Rule L-CI for incoming calls works
completely analogously to the CI-rule in the semantics: the second premise updates
the context Ξ appropriately with the information contained in a, premise Ξ′ ⊢ n of
L-CI assures that the identity n of the future, carrying out the call, is fresh and the
two premises ´Ξ ⊢ o.l? : ~T → and ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : ~T → together assure that the transmitted
values are well-typed (cf. Definition 2.11); the latter two checks correspond to the
analogous premises for the external semantics in rule CI, except that the return
type of the method does not play a role here. The L-GI-rules for claiming a value
work similarly. In particular the type checking of the transmitted value is done by the
combination of the premises ∆ ⊢ n : [T ] and ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : → T . As in the external
semantics, we distinguish two cases, namely whether the value of the future has been
incorporated in the interface already or not (rules L-GI2 and L-GI1). In both cases,
the thread must be executing on the side of the environment for an incoming get. This
is checked by the premise ∆ ⊢ n = ⊥ resp. by ∆ ⊢ n = v. In case of L-GI2, where the
value of the future has been incorporated as v into the interface information, the actual
parameter of the get-label must, of course, be v. If not (for L-GI1), the transmitted
argument value is arbitrary, apart from the fact that it must be consistent with the static
typing requirements.
It remains to show that the behavioral description, as given by Table 11, actually
does what it claims to do, to characterize the possible interface behavior of well-typed
components. We show the soundness of this abstraction plus the necessary ancillary
lemmas such as subject reduction.
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Lemma 3.1 (Subject reduction). Ξ0 ⊢ C s=⇒ ´Ξ ⊢ ´C, then ´Ξ ⊢ ´C.
Proof. By induction on the number of reduction steps. That internal steps preserve
well-typedness, i.e., Ξ ⊢ C =⇒ Ξ ⊢ C, follows from Lemma 2.8. That leaves the
external reduction steps of Table 10.
Case: CI
We are given Ξ ⊢ C. The disjunctive premise of the rule distinguishes two sub-cases:
1) Ξ′ ⊢ n (the thread name is transmitted freshly) or 2) ∆ ⊢ n : [ ]+− (the thread is not
transmitted freshly and the environment has write-permission before the step). Both
are treated uniformly in the argument. For the right-hand side of the transition, we
need to show
´Ξ ⊢ C ‖ n〈let x:T = grab(o); M.l(o)(~v) in release(o); x〉 .
According to the definition of context update (Definition 2.12), ´Ξ = ´∆, ´Θ, where
´Θ = Θ,Σ′′, n : [T ]+ and where Σ′′ contains bindings n′:[T ′]+− for those references
transmitted with read-write permission as argument of the call (see the right-hand of
equation (8)). The assumption context ´∆ for ´C after the step (by the left-hand of the
same equation) is of the form∆,∆′,Σ′ \Σ′′ \ n:[T ]+−, which we abbreviate by∆,∆′,Σ∆.
So for the new thread n at component side, we need to show that
∆,∆′,Σ∆,Θ ⊢ n〈let x:T = grab(o); M.l(o)(~v) in release(o); x〉 : n:[T ]+,Σ′′ . (11)
This follows by rules T-NF, T-L, T-G, preservation of typing under substi-
tution, T-R, and the axiom T-V. Note that the result type T (which is the type
of x) is guaranteed by the premise ´Ξ ⊢ o.l? : ~T → T of the reduction rule CI. From
equation (11), the result follows by T-P, subsumption, and the assumption Ξ ⊢ C.
Case: CO
We are given
Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n′〈let x:T = bind o.l(~v) : T →֒ n in t〉)
before the step. By one of the premises of rule CO we know ∆ ⊢ o, i.e., object o is
an environment object 7 That o refers to an object is assured by the type system and the
assumption that the pre-configuration is well-typed.
We distinguish two sub-cases, namely whether promise n 1) is known at the inter-
face before the step or 2) it is hidden still. In the first case we have Θ ⊢ n:[T ′]+− with
T = [T ′]+− (as a consequence of the fact that the configuration is well-typed. Espe-
cially, inverting T-NF and T-B entails that the component must have write-
permission for n to be well-typed). The result follows by the typing rules T-N, T-P,
T-L, and T-N.
Case: C1
The core of the type preservation here is to assure that the claim-statement in the pre-
configuration and the transmitted value v in the post-configuration are of the same ap-
propriate type T . Well-typedness of the pre-configuration implies with claim@(n′, o,)
of type T , that the reference n′ is of type [T ]+. The third premise of CI1 states
´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : → T , which implies with Definition 2.11, especially rule LT-GI of Table
9, that also v is of type T , as required.
7We do not allow cross-border instantiation here, i.e., the component is not allowed to instantiate envi-
ronment objects and vice versa.
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Case: C2
By inverting the type rules T-N, T-P, T-L and T-C for the pre-configuration of
the step, and by using the same typing rules (except T-C) plus T-G, T-R,
and T-G.
The remaining rules work similarly.  
Lemma 3.2 (Soundness of abstractions). If Ξ0 ⊢ C and Ξ0 ⊢ C t=⇒, then Ξ0 ⊢ t :
trace.
Proof. By induction on the number of steps in t=⇒. The base case of zero steps (which
implies t = ǫ) is immediate, using L-E. The induction for internal steps of the
form Ξ ⊢ C =⇒ Ξ ⊢ ´C follow by subject reduction for internal steps from Lemma 2.8;
in particular, internal steps do not change the context Ξ. Remain the external steps of
Table 10. First note the contexts Ξ are updated by each external step to ´Ξ the same
way as the contexts are updated in the legal trace system.
The cases for incoming communication are checked straightforwardly, as the oper-
ational rules check incoming communication for legality, already, i.e., the premises of
the operational rules have their counterparts in the rules for legal traces.
Case: CI
Immediate, as the premises of L-CI coincide with the ones of CI.
Case: C1 and G1
The two cases are covered by rule L-G1, which has the same premises as the opera-
tional rules.
Case: C2
Trivial, as the step is an internal one.
Case: C3 and G2
The two cases are covered by L-G2.
The cases for outgoing communication are slightly more complex, as the label in
the operational rule is not type-checked or checked for well-formedness as for incom-
ing communication and as is done in the rules for legality.
Case: CO
We need to check whether the premises of L-CO, the dual to L-CI of Table 11,
are satisfied. By assumption, the pre-configuration
Ξ ⊢ ν(Ξ1).(C ‖ n′〈let x:T = bind o.l(~v) : T →֒ n in t〉) (12)
is well-typed. For thread name n this implies, it is bound either in Ξ or in Ξ1, more
precisely, either Θ ⊢ n : [T ]+− (it is public interface information that the component
has write-permission for n) or Ξ1 ⊢ n : [T ]+− (the name n is not yet known in the
environment before the communication). In the latter situation we obtain Ξ′ ⊢ n : [+−]
by the premiseΞ′ = fn(⌊a⌋)∩Ξ1 of CO. Thus, the third premiseΞ′ ⊢ n∨Θ ⊢ n : [ ]+−
of L-CO is satisfied. We furthermore need to check whether the label is type-correct
(checked by premises nr. 4 and 5 or L-CO). Its easy to check that the label is well-
formed (cf. the first part of Definition 2.11). The first premise of the check of equation
(6), that the receiving object o is an environment object, is directly given by the premise
∆ ⊢ o of CO. That the object o supports a method labeled l (of type ~T → T ) follows
from the fact that the pre-configuration of the call-step is well-typed. So this gives
L-CO’s premise ´Ξ ⊢ o.l! : ~T → T . Remains the type check ´Ξ ⊢ ⌊a⌋ : ~T →
(checking that the transmitted values ~T are of the excepted type ~t), which again follows
from well-typedness of equation (12) (especially inverting T-B).
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The remaining cases work similarly.  
Remark 3.3 (Comparison with reentrant threading). In a multi-threaded setting
with synchronous method calls (see for instance [4] [59]), the definition of legal traces
is more complicated. Especially, to judge whether a trace s is possible required refer-
ring to the past. I.e., instead of judgments of the form of equation (10), the check for
legality with synchronous calls uses judgments of the form:
Ξ ⊢ r ⊲ s : trace ,
reading “after history r (and in the context Ξ), the trace s is possible”. This differ-
ence has once more to do with reentrance, resp. with the absence of this phenomenon
here. In the threaded case, where, e.g., an outgoing call can be followed by a subse-
quent incoming call as a “call-back”. To check therefore, whether a call or a return
is possible as a next step involves checking the proper nesting of the call- and return
labels. This nesting requirement (also called the balance condition) degenerates here
in the absence of call-backs to the given requirement that each call uses a fresh (future)
identity and that each get-label (taking the role of the return label in the multithreaded
setting) is preceded by exactly one matching preceding call. This can be judged by
∆ ⊢ n : [ ] or Θ ⊢ n : [ ] (depending on whether we are dealing with incoming or out-
going get-labels) and especially, no reference to the history of interface interactions is
needed. 
Remark 3.4 (Monitors). The objects of the calculus act as monitors as they allow only
one activity at a time inside the object. For the operational semantics of Section 2.3,
the lock-taking is part of the internal steps. In other words, the handing-over of the call
at the interface and the actual entry into the synchronized method body is non-atomic,
and at the interface, objects are input-enabled.
This formalization therefore resembles the one used for the interface description
of Java-like reentrant monitors in [3]. To treat the interface interaction and actual
lock-grabbing as non-atomic leads to a clean separation of concerns of the component
and of the environment. In [3], this non-atomicity, however, give rise to quite complex
conditions characterizing the legal interface behavior. In short, in the setting of [3],
it is non-trivial to characterize exactly those situations, when the lock of the object
is necessarily taken by one thread which makes certain interactions of other threads
impossible. This characterization is non-trivial especially as the interface interaction
is non-atomic.
Note, however, that these complications are not present in the current setting with
active objects, even if the the objects acts as monitors like in [3]. The reason is simple:
there is no need to capture situations when the lock is taken. In Java, the synchro-
nization behavior of a method is part of the interface information. Concretely, the
synchronized-modifier of Java, specifies that the method’s body is executed atomically
in that object without interference of other8 threads, assuming that all other methods of
the callee are synchronized, as well. Here, in contrast, there is no interface information
that guarantees that a method body is executed atomically. In particular, the method
body can give up the lock temporarily via the suspend-statement, but this fact is not
reflected in the interface information here. This absence of knowledge simplifies the
interface description considerably. 
8Note that a thread can “interfere” in that setting with itself due to recursion and reentrance.
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4 Conclusion
We presented an open semantics describing the interface behavior of components in a
concurrent object-oriented language with futures and promises. The calculus corres-
ponds to the core of the Creol language, including classes, asynchronous method calls,
the synchronization mechanism, and futures, and extended by promises. Concentrating
on the black-box interface behavior, however, the interface semantics is, to a certain
extent, independent of the concrete language and is characteristic for the mentioned
features; for instance, extending Java with futures (see also the citations below) would
lead to a quite similar formalization (of course, low level details may be different).
Concentrating on the concurrency model, certain aspects of Creol have been omitted
here, most notably inheritance and safe asynchronous class upgrades.
Related work
The general concept of “delayed reference” to a result of a computation to be yet com-
pleted is quite old. The notion of futures was introduced by Baker and Hewitt [13],
where (future e) denotes an expression executed in a separate thread, i.e., concur-
rently with the rest of the program. As the result of the e is not immediately available,
a future variable (or future) is introduced as placeholder, which will eventually con-
tain the result of e. In the meantime, the future can be passed around, and when it is
accessed for reading (“touched” or “claimed”), the execution suspends until the future
value is available, namely when e is evaluated. The principle has also been called wait-
by-necessity [16][17]. Futures provide, at least in a purely functional setting, an elegant
means to introduce concurrency and transparent synchronization simply by accessing
the futures. They have been employed for the parallel Multilisp programming language
[36].
Indeed, quite a number of calculi and programming languages have been equipped
with concurrency using future-like mechanisms and asynchronous method calls. Flana-
gan and Felleisen [31] [29] [30] present an operational semantics (based on evaluation
contexts) for a λ-calculus with futures. The formalization is used for an analysis and
optimization technique to eliminate superfluous dereferencing (“touches”) of future
variables. The analysis is an application of a set-based analysis and the resulting trans-
formation is known as touch optimization. Moreau [51] presents a semantics of Scheme
equipped with futures and control operators. Promises is a mechanism quite similar to
futures and actually the two notions are sometimes used synonymously. They have
been proposed in [48]. A language featuring both futures and promises as separate
concepts, is Alice ML [9][45][58].
[53] presents a concurrent call-by-value λ-calculus with reference cells (i.e., a non-
purely functional calculus with an imperative part and a heap) and with futures (λfut),
which serves as the core of Alice ML [9] [57] [45]. Certain aspects of that work are
quite close to the material presented here. In particular, we were inspired by using a
type system to avoid fulfilling a promise twice (in [53] called handle error). There are
some notable differences, as well. The calculus incorporates futures and promises into
a λ-calculus, such that functions can be executed in parallel. In contrast, the notion
of futures here, in an object-oriented setting, is coupled to the asynchronous execution
of methods. Furthermore, the object-oriented setting here, inspired by Creol, is more
high-level. In contrast, λfut relies on an atomic test-and-set operation when accessing
the heap to avoid atomicity problems. Besides that, they formalize promises using the
notion of handled futures, i.e., the two roles of a promise, the writing- and the reading
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part, are represented by two different references, where the handle to the futures rep-
resents the writing-end. Apart from that, [53] are not concerned with giving an open
semantics as here. On the other hand, the paper investigates the role of the heap and
the reference cells, and gives a formal proof that the only source of non-determinism
by race conditions in their language actually are the reference cells and without those,
the language becomes (uniformly) confluent.9 Recently, an observational semantics for
the (untyped) λfut-calculus has been developed in [52]. The observational equivalence
is based on may- and must-program equivalence, i.e., two program fragments are con-
sidered equivalent, if, for all observing environments, they exhibit the same necessary
and potential convergence behavior.
Apart from functional languages, the concept of futures has also been investigated
in the object-oriented paradigm. In Java 5, futures have been introduced as part of the
java.util.concurrent package. As Java does not support futures as core mecha-
nism for parallelism, they are introduced in a library. Dereferencing of a future is done
explicitly via a get-method (similarly to this paper). A recent paper [64] introduces
safe futures for Java. The safe concept is intended to make futures and the related
parallelism transparent and in this sense goes back to the origins of the concept: intro-
ducing parallelism via futures does not change the program’s meaning. While straight-
forward and natural in a functional setting, safe futures in an object-oriented and thus
state-based language such as Java require more considerations. The paper introduces
a semantics which guarantees safe, i.e., transparent, futures by deriving restrictions on
the scheduling of parallel executions and uses object versioning. The futures are intro-
duced as an extension of Featherweight Java (FJ) [37], a core object calculus, and is
implemented on top of Jikes RVM [10, 15]. Pratikakis et. al. [55] present a constraint-
based static analysis for (transparent) futures and proxies in Java, based on type quali-
fiers and qualifier inference [32]. Also this analysis is formulated as an extension of FJ
by type qualifiers. Similarly, Caromel et. al. [20][19][18] tackle the problem to provide
confluent, i.e., effectively deterministic system behavior for a concurrent object calcu-
lus with futures (asynchronous sequential processes, ASP, an extension of Abadi and
Cardelli’s imperative, untyped object calculus impς [1]) and in the presence of imper-
ative features. The ASP model is implemented in the ProActive Java-library [21]. The
fact, that ASP is derived from some (sequential, imperative) object-calculus, as in the
formalization here, is more a superficial or formal similarity, in particular when being
interested in the interface behavior of concurrently running objects, where the inner
workings are hidden anyway. Apart from that there are some similarities and a number
of differences between the work presented here and ASP. First of all, both calculi are
centered around the notion of first-class futures, yielding active objects. The treatment,
however, of getting the value back, is done differently in [18]. Whereas here, the client
must explicitly claim a return value of an asynchronous method, if interested in the
result, the treatment of the future references is done implicitly in ASP, i.e., the client
blocks if he performs a strict operation on the future (without explicit syntax to claim
the value). Apart from that, the object model is more sophisticated, in that the calculus
distinguishes between active and passive objects. Here, we simple have objects, which
can be behave actively or passively (reactively), depending on the way they are used.
9Uniform confluence is a strengthening of the more well-known notion of (just ordinary) confluence; it
corresponds to the diamond property of the one-step reduction property. For standard reduction strategies
of a purely functional λ-calculus, only confluence holds, but not uniform confluence. However, the non-
trivial “diamonds” in the operational semantics of λfut are caused not by different redices within one λ-term
(representing one thread), but by redices from different threads running in parallel, where the reduction
strategy per thread is deterministic (as in our setting, as well).
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In ASP, the units of concurrency are the explicitely activated active objects, and each
passive one is owned and belongs to exactly one active one. Especially, passive objects
do not directly communicate with each other across the boundaries of concurrent ac-
tivity, all such communication between concurrent activities is mediated and served by
the active objects.
Related to that, a core feature of ASP, not present here, is the necessity to specify
(also) the receptive behavior of the active object, i.e., in which order it is willing to pro-
cess or serve incoming messages. The simplest serve strategy would be the willingness
to accept all messages and treat them in a first-come, first-serve manner, i.e., a input-
enabled FIFO strategy on the input message queue. The so-called serve-method is the
dedicated activity of an active object to accept and schedule incoming method calls.
Typically, as for instance in the FIFO case, it is given an an non-terminating process,
but it might also terminate, in which case the active object together with the passive
objects it governs, becomes superfluous: an active object which does no service any
longer does not become a passive data structure, but can no longer react in any way.
As extension of the core ASP calculus, [18, Chapter 10] treats delegation that bears
some similarities with the promises here. By executing the construct delegate(o.l(~v))
(using our notational conventions), a thread n hands over the permission and obligation
to provide eventually a value for the future reference n to method l of object o, thereby
losing that permission itself. That corresponds to executing bind o.l(~v) : T →֒ n.
Whereas in our setting, we must use a yet-unfulfilled promise n for that purpose, the
delegation operator in ASP just (re-)uses the current future for that. Consequently, ASP
does not allow the creation of promises independently from the implicit creation when
asynchronously calling a method, as we do with the promise T construct. In this sense,
the promises here are more general, as they allow to profit from delegation and have
the promise as first-class entity, i.e., the programmer can pass it around as argument of
methods, . . . . This, on the other hand, requires a more elaborate type system to avoid
write errors on promises. This kind of error, fulfilling a promise twice, is avoided in
the delegate-construct of ASP not by a type system, but by construction, in that the
delegate-construct must be used only at the end of a method, so that the delegating ac-
tivity cannot write to the future/promise after it has delegated the permission to another
activity.
Further uses of futures for Java are reported in [49] [44] [56] [62] [61]. Futures
are also integral part of Io [38] and Scoop (simple concurrent object-oriented program-
ming) [24] [12] [50], a concurrent extension of Eiffel. Both languages are based on the
active objects paradigm.
Benton et. al. [14] present polyphonic C#, adding concurrency to C#, featuring
asynchronous methods and based on the join calculus [33] [34]. Polyphonic C#allows
methods to be declared as being asynchronous using the async keyword for the method
type declaration. Besides that, polyphonic C# supports so-called chords as synchro-
nization or join pattern. With similar goals, Java has been extended by join patterns in
[39] [40].
In the context of Creol, de Boer et. al. [27] present a formal, operational seman-
tics for the language and extend it by futures (but not promises). Besides the fact, that
both operational semantics ultimately formalize a comparable set of features, there are,
at a technical level, a number of differences. For once, here, we simplified the lan-
guage slightly mainly in two respects (apart from making it more expressive in adding
promises, of course). We left out the “interleaving” operators 9 and  of [27] which
allows the user to express interleaving concurrency within one method body. Being in-
terested in the observable interface behavior, those operations are a matter of internal,
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Figure 3: Claiming a future (busy wait)
hidden behavior, namely leading to non-deterministic behavior at the interface. Since
objects react non-deterministically anyhow, namely due to race conditions present in-
dependently of 9 and  , those operators have no impact on the possible traces at
they interface. The operators might be useful as abstractions for the programmer, but
without relevance for the interface traces, and so we ignored them here. Another sim-
plification, this time influencing the interface behavior, is how the programmer can
claim the value of a future. This influences, as said, the interface behavior, since the
component may fetch the value of a future being part of the environment, or vice versa.
Now, the design of the Creol-calculus in [27] is more liberal wrt. what the user is al-
lowed to do with future references. In this paper, the interaction is rather restricted:
if the client requests the value using the claim-operation, there are basically only two
reactions. If the future computation has already been completed, the value is fetched
and the client continues; otherwise it blocks until, if ever, the value is available. The
bottom line is, that the client, being blocked, can never observe that the value is yet
absent. The calculus of [27], in contrast, permits the user to poll the future reference
directly, which gives the freedom to decide, not to wait for the value if not yet available.
Incorporating such a construct into the language makes the absence of the value for a
future reference observable and would complicate the behavioral interface semantics
to some extent. This is also corroborated by the circumstance that the expressive power
of explicit polling quite complicates the proof theory of [27] (see also the discussion
in the conclusion of [27]). This is not a coincidence, since one crux of the complete
Hoare-style proof systems such as in [27] is to internalize the (ideally observable) be-
havior into the program state by so-called auxiliary variable. In particular recording
the past interaction behavior in so-called history variables is, of course, an internaliza-
tion of the interface behavior, making it visible to the Hoare-assertions. As a further
indication that allowing to poll a future quite adds expressivity to the language is the
observation that adding a poll-operation to ASP, destroys a central property of ASP,
namely confluence, as is discussed in [18, Chapter 11].
Apart from that, the combination of claiming a futures, the possibility of polling a
future, and a general await-statement complicates the semantics of claiming a future:
in [27], this is done by busy-waiting, which in practice one intends to avoid. So instead
of the behavior described in Figure 1, the formalization in [27] behaves as sketched in
Figure 3.
After an unsuccessful try to obtain a value of future, the requesting thread is sus-
pended and loses the lock. In order to continue executing, the blocked thread needs two
resources: the value of the future, once it is there, plus the lock again. The difference
of the treatment in Figure 1 and the one of Figure 3 for [27] is the order in which the
requesting thread attempts to get hold of these two resources: our formalization first
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check availability of the future and afterwards re-gains the lock to continue, whereas
[27] do it vice versa, leading to busy wait. The reason why it is sound to copy the future
value into the local state space without already having the lock again (Figure 1) is , of
course, that, once arrive, the future value remains stable and available.
In addition, our work differs also technically in the way, the operational semantics
is represented. [27] formulated the (internal) operational semantics using evaluation
contexts (as do, e.g., [53] for λfut), whereas we rely on a “reduction-style” semantics,
making use of an appropriate notion of structural congruence. While largely a matter
of taste, it seems to us that, especially in the presence of complicated synchroniza-
tion mechanisms, for instance the ready queue representation of [27], the evaluation
contexts do not give rise to an immediately more elegant specification of the reduc-
tion behavior. Admittedly, we ignored here the internal interleaving operators 9 and
 , which quite contribute to the complexity of the evaluation contexts. Another tech-
nical difference, if you wish, concerns the way, the futures, threads, and objects are
represented in the operational semantics, i.e., in the run-time syntax of the calculus.
Different from our representation, the semantics makes the active-objects paradigm
of Creol more visible, in that the activities as part of the object, more precisely, an
object contains, besides the instance state, an explicit representation of the current ac-
tivity (there called “process”) executing “inside” the object plus a representation of the
ready-queue containing all the activities, which have been suspended during their ex-
ecution inside the object. The scheduling between the different activities is then done
by juggling them in and out of the ready-queue at the processor release points. Here,
in contrast, we base our semantics on a separate representation of the involved seman-
tics concepts: 1) classes as generators of objects, 2) objects carrying in the instance
variables the persistent state of the program, thus basically forming the heap, and 3),
the parallel activities in the form of threads. While this representation makes arguably
the active-object paradigm less visible in the semantics, it on the other hand separates
the concepts in a clean way, and instead of an explicit local scheduler inside the ob-
jects, the access to a share instance states of the objects is regulated by a simple, binary
lock per object. So, instead of having to levels of parallelism —locally inside the ob-
jects and inter-object parallelism— the formalization achieves the same with just one
conceptual level, namely: parallelism is between threads (and the necessary synchro-
nization is done via object-locks). Additionally, our semantics is rather close to the
object-calculi semantics for multi-threading as in Java (for instance as in [41] [42] or
[59]). This allows to see the differences and similarities between the different mod-
els of concurrency, and the largely similar representation could allow are more formal
comparison between the interface behaviors in the two settings.
The language Cool [22] [23] (concurrent, object-oriented language) is defined as
an extension of C++ [60] for task-level parallelism on shared memory multi-processors.
Concurrent execution in Cool is expressed by the invocation of parallel functions ex-
ecuting asynchronously. Unlike the work presented here, Cool future types, which
correspond to the types of the form [T ]. Further languages supporting futures include
ACT-1 [46] [47], concurrent Smalltalk [65] [69], Cool [22] [23] (concurrent, object-
oriented language) as a parallel extension of C++ [60], and of course the influential
actor model [8, 35, 7], ABCL/1[66] [67] (in particular the extension ABCL/f [63]).
We have characterized the behavioral semantics of open systems, similarly to the
one presented here for futures and promises, in earlier papers, especially for object-
oriented languages based on Java-like multi-threading and synchronous method calls,
as in Java or C#. The work [5] deals with thread classes and [4] with re-entrant
monitors. In [59] the proofs of full abstraction for the sequential and multi-threaded
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cases of a class-based object-calculus can be found. Poetzsch-Heffter and Scha¨fer
[54] present a behavioral interface semantics for a class-based object-oriented calculus,
however without concurrency. The language, on the other hand, features an ownership-
structured heap.
Future work
An obvious way to proceed is to consider more features of the Creol-language, in par-
ticular inheritance and subtyping. Incorporating inheritance is challenging, as it renders
the system open wrt. a new form of interaction, namely the environment inheriting be-
havior from a set of component classes or vice versa. Also Creol’s mechanisms for
dynamic class upgrades should be considered from a behavioral point of view (that
we expect to be quite more challenging than dealing with inheritance). An observa-
tional, black-box description of the system behavior is necessary for the compositional
account of the system behavior. Indeed, the legal interface description is only a first,
but necessary, step in the direction of a compositional and ultimately fully-abstract se-
mantics, for instance along the lines of [59]. Based on the interaction trace, it will be
useful to develop a logic better suited for specifying the desired interface behavior of a
component than enumerating allowed traces. Another direction is to use the results in
the design of a black-box testing framework, as we started for Java in [26]. We expect
that, with the theory at hand, it should be straightforward to adapt the implementation
to other frameworks featuring futures, for instance, to the future libraries of Java 5.
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